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About This Game

The Old Tree is a puzzle game. Your objective is to escort a microscopic alien being on its way and clear any obstacle that
might be hindering its progress. You'll visit fantastic locations and meet curious creatures on the way towards a mysterious

destination.

The game uses no words to relay its story, and requires no specific language skills to play.

Compared to the original release, version 2.0 includes the following enhancements:

Compatibility with any full screen resolution up to 1920×1080 (on higher resolutions the game will be centered on
screen)

Added a full screen toggle HUD element

Greatly optimized rendering performance

Added a new puzzle in the air ducts level

Made some interactive objects easier to see
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Slightly increased maximum frame rate

Minor graphical improvements
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Title: The Old Tree
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Red Dwarf Games
Publisher:
Red Dwarf Games
Release Date: 24 Feb, 2012
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What a weird\/cute little game! keep up the good work :). Pros: Cute allien, nice graphics

Cons: Too short, easy puzzles

. Short game at less than 20 mins. Would recommend for younger children and someone that has only a few minutes to kill
waiting on their other to get ready. Cute. Not much story or difficulty.. Cute but pointless.. You click things, watch an alien
baby crawl around in the dark, and click things until the game says it's done. There's not really much to this game.

Looking to pass a few minutes? Sure play this game. It's free, why not?

Want a game with even the slightest bit of substance? Move along, this feels incomplete.. Short but beautifully presented tale of
a baby alien starting out on its journey of life.
Simple puzzles, no terror, very relaxing.. As nice as the atmosphere and art is, the game isn't worth playing. The game takes
about 10 minutes to play through, although even calling it a game is a bit of an exaggeration, considering it takes about 20 clicks
to get through it. The vast majority of the game is just watching the creature slowly crawl to the next thing to click. I'm willing
to forgive a game being short, or lacking depth, especially considering that it's free, but this isn't even worth the time it takes to
download.. OMG, i loved it! So cute!
Game was more like an experience than game and sometimes that is what i really want.
Only minus was that it was really short and it has no saving system.
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Short but fun and the little alien is so cute!. incredibly cute. love it!. very short game play. it would be interesting once they add
more to the game.. This is essentially a Flash-based hidden object game which tells the story of a newly hatched alien baby
making its way into space. Gameplay is neither interesting nor difficult: it consists of solving simple puzzles by clicking on the
right things, sometimes at the right time, in an environment that is occasionally too dark to distinguish some of the things that
should be clicked on. Be prepared to spend some time clicking aimlessly\/randomly, as the the game offers no indication as to
the way forward.

That said, The Old Tree recommends itself with its beautiful visual style, and a curious, strange and otherworldly environment.
Despite the lacklustre gameplay, there's still a satisfying experience here. Overall, it's a nice way to kill 15 minutes, especially if
you're looking for something out of the ordinary.. Short was no joke. Its pretty and has easy puzzles. Nice to pass to time. I wish
I had more tiem to protect my lil alien baby. Simple, quick, and art direction is great.
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